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Abstract

We consider blockchain to be disruptive tech at its
finest, an exercise in orderly virality that leverages
telecommunications as a new kind of social right.
However, despite noble aspirations and lofty promises,
creating a scalable, reliable and useful public
blockchain remains an  arduous task.

It is also our expectation that modern technologies
should contribute to the betterment of humanity as a
positive sum endeavor, not a temporary compromise
that generates opportunities on one side by making
significant sacrifices in other areas.

In this regard, a blockchain should be carbon neutral,
infinitely reliable, economically inexpensive and

computationally sustainable, if it is to become a global
infrastructure  backbone, as originally intended.

This paper details Karrier One as a decentralized global
mobile network as well as a public carrier-grade
blockchain, an alliance of cutting edge technologies that
merge transactional and data transmission layers into a
platform where complete digital communication is
finally possible. Karrier will be used to talk, see, learn,
interact and express ourselves, seamlessly and securely,
with maximum efficiency and at speeds never thought
possible before. Individuals, communities and
businesses will be able to connect with one another in a
frictionless environment where complete trust is built
in, privacy complements transparency and users are
empowered owners of their identities.
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1. Introduction

We originally set out to design a reliable means of
decentralizing ownership and liberalizing the
telecommunication industry. It gradually became
apparent that applying telecommunications architecture
principles to blockchain also makes the technology
viable for improving multiple other business sectors and
even the blockchain space itself, where the rigors of
telecom might just be the missing link required for
establishing the next generation of mature,
business-ready public networks. We focused on the
practical aspects of distributed technologies to design a
universally viable transactional network where others
can develop and concentrate on pushing the envelope
in their own respective fields.

Conceptually, Karrier One’s blockchain is a reaction to
current decentralized ecosystems, where the rate of
technological advancement and innovation has slowed
in recent years. Furthermore, high fees, service
inconsistency, frequent security breaches, lack of
accountability and irresponsible incentivisation schemes
are painting blockchain technology as insufficiently
mature for the truly great technological leap it could
usher in.

Impressive advancements can be achieved through the
merging of decentralized, trustless transactional
environments into communications networks, beginning
with the telecommunications industry itself.

Arguably the foundation of the whole technology boom
of the past 30 years and of decentralization, telecom’s
business model and operational patterns are now in
need of revitalization. Blockchain technology is
envisioned by many as an integral component of 6G+
networks of the future and as something that existing
5G networks can greatly benefit from as they become
established. Additionally, challenges in 5G
infrastructure deployment are uncovering the need for a
paradigm shift in network building.

2. Karrier Mobile  - Decentralized 5G
Mobile Network

2.1 Problems and Opportunities

In spite of increased consumer demand for connectivity,
challenges like having to expand costly modern
infrastructure in remote locations and achieving
sufficient bandwidth capabilities in densely populated
urban areas are proving hard to conquer for large
network operators under their current business models.

This is causing the market for private cellular networks
and edge computing to gain momentum and large
network operators to begin considering partnerships
with emerging ultra-dense, flexible RAN infrastructure
owners, in order to offload the burden of centralized
control over vast, granular architectures.

An essential factor that makes the proliferation of
small-cell networks a certainty is that in order to meet
consumer demand for increased data access speed and
deliver the performance increases promised by 5G
technology, mobile carriers have to engage not just low
and mid-band radio spectrum that current cell networks
rely on, but also high frequency spectrum, that can carry
greater data volumes, but over shorter distances and
with weaker object penetration. Hence higher cell
granularity must be achieved for 5G networks to reach
their potential.

However, deploying and managing the necessary
number of low-power small-cells is proving costly and
arduous for centralized entities, especially as traditional
business logic that dictates every industry player should
have their own infrastructure in place is proving
counterproductive; 5G network infrastructures already
has to achieve a high degree of densification in order to
function, so by overlapping high throughput equipment
over the same area, competing operators lose out on
important spectrum channel optimization benefits and
generate throughput bottlenecks in places that would
require it the most, the densely populated urban areas.
Modern 5G small cells are capable of smart radio
spectrum sharing and dynamic load balancing, allowing
for multiple carriers to co-existing simultaneously and
efficiently on the same radio unit, without the need to
overlap equipment.

For most 5G network builds, the main pain point is
economic. Upfront capex requirements are large and
coupled with slow rates of returns and the uncertainty
of ever breaking even uniformly across deployed
locations.

Constantly accelerating technological advancements
put additional pressure on en-masse infrastructure
deployers, as equipment might become obsolete before
it has had a chance to pay for itself on the balance
sheets.

Assuming a company is indeed willing to make the
investment, they are faced with logistical challenges, as
they now have to identify and engage public and private
property owners too and also acquire necessary permits,
instead of relying solely on strategic macro
infrastructure partners like before.
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In the eyes of the consumer, as telecom industry
margins decline and small, independent carriers become
extinct or find themselves written out of the rulebook
altogether, it might seem like developed economies are
giving up on the free market principles that made them
great in the first place and that localized monopolies
and silent trusts are taking hold. In certain places, the
lack of real competition within the telecom industry
translates to unreasonably high costs, poor or throttled
service, lethargic problem resolution and abysmal
customer service.

While opening things up to a sharing economy does
come with its own set of risks and challenges,
decentralizing ownership and sharing hosted
infrastructure is an advantageous way of pushing
telecom forward in an ever-changing  environment.

Likewise, the virtualization of network connectivity and
other long-term industry trends are accelerating, further
reshaping the basis for competition. These factors are
creating more urgency than ever before for a pivotal
move in this sector, in order to adapt and transform
business  practices.

2.2 The  Solution of Decentralization

Proof of work blockchains that are connected by
incentive mechanisms to physical hardware – like
Bitcoin, Ethereum and Helium – have already proven
the network-building power decentralized technologies
have to offer. Industry conditions are favorable to
putting new ideas in motion and start building the next
leg up for telecom, through decentralizing network
infrastructure ownership and replacing legacy business
support systems (BSS) with smart contract
infrastructure.

By turning network infrastructure into an open sharing
economy, where the users can also be service providers
and each network node or subset of nodes has its own
individual owner, it is possible to achieve much higher
granularity and coverage while also ensuring proper
micromanagement of the entire network.

Building a community-owned infrastructure alleviates
the burden of upfront capex and offers virtually
limitless expansion potential as nodes are being
deployed and the networking effect starts to manifest.
Free capital can thus be redirected to raising awareness,
incentivising network growth and customer acquisition,
which in turn creates more coverage for users to enjoy a
higher quality of service across more locations sooner.
Less initial investment pressure and an open economic
model also result in greatly reduced costs for end users.

Offering landlords the opportunity to own the
equipment being deployed and to receive a fair share of
revenue turns them into stakeholders that contribute to
the community effort, as they stand to gain more
through the tokenized on-chain economy that comes
complete with financing, sponsoring and marketing
opportunities. The use of adaptable tokenized
incentivization patterns provides motivation for each
individual node to maintain elevated service metrics.

2.3. The Karrier Proposition

Karrier One sets out to establish the first commercial
grade, community-owned 5G network infrastructure in
the world, that will be able to provide services to other
network carriers as well as to its own private user base,
through a combination of both licensed and unlicensed
radio spectrum.

Our goal is to decentralize wireless infrastructure and
democratize mobile network access by creating a new
type of global telecommunications layer, in which
consumers can also be service providers and
stakeholders simultaneously.

We believe consumers all over the world should
experience a higher quality of service and should be
able to pay lower mobile access tariffs, based on fair
pricing principles, without having to stand for
unjustified heavy premiums made possible by lack of
competition and unfair advantages.

The Karrier One mobile network will offer its users free
basic internet access, fairly priced premium on demand
and unlimited data access plans. Users will also have
the opportunity to become integral parts of the network
sharing economy and own a part of the network, all
fuelled by the KONE native token and seamlessly
underpinned by the Karrier layer 1 public blockchain.

Karrier One Mobile will be both a direct-to-consumer
mobile network, offering its own radio spectrum
coverage, as well as a B2B IaaS (infrastructure as a
service) provider, that enterprise clients can use for
custom segregated network infrastructure deployments
and other mobile carriers will be able to attach to in
places where their own coverage is patchy or
insufficient.

This two-pronged approach will be made possible
through the deployment of dense, user-owned 5G
small-cell radios, Hosted RAN technology and radio
spectrum sharing. This means that it will be possible for
Karrier radio gateway owners to generate revenue from
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both Karrier One mobile users as well as other
networks’ subscribers using their gateway’s 5G
coverage.

The underlying intention is simple: Our vision for the
future of wireless networks involves communities of
people who share their internet connection with others,
creating decentralized collaborative wireless networks
capable of providing connectivity to other private users
as well as enterprises and mobile network operators.

The Karrier Chain is built to be capable of sustaining
5G networks that span entire continents, a sprawling
decentralized economy and also many other projects
and use cases, all coming together to create seamless
experiences across borders and cultures.

2.4. Karrier One Mobile Subscriber Services

Upon signup, mobile service users are provided with a
SIM card or eSIM, which allows subscribing to the
network and acts as part of the user’s digital identity.

To become a mobile subscriber, users need to connect a
compatible device (eg. smartphone, tablet, wireless
modem) to the network by using the Karrier SIM card
or eSIM.

Upon activation, Karrier SIMs must be bound to a
Karrier Chain wallet address through cryptographic
message signing. This occurs seamlessly with a few
clicks via the online portal or by interacting with the
Karrier blockchain directly, depending on user
preference.

After successful activation, subscribers use the native
KONE token to access the base service level free of
charge or to pay for premium services which are
available without lengthy contracts or recurring charges.

2.4.1. Base Service Level

In order for mobile subscribers to gain data/internet
access through the Karrier network, they need to stake a
small amount of KONE tokens for the base service
level.
The base service level offers limited download and
upload bandwidth and it does not incur direct KONE
costs. Data service fees still accrue, but instead of being
charged to the user’s wallet, data usage generates a
lock-in period for the KONE tokens the user has staked
for base service.

Base service plan limitations can be configured by the
user to perfectly suit their needs, with the resulting

configuration directly impacting the rate at which the
token lock-in period increases.

The lock-in period erodes naturally with the passage of
time and it can also be diminished by increasing the
staked number of KONE. As a rule of thumb, the more
KONE tokens a user stakes for data access, the slower
the lock-in period will increase from usage.

When the lock-in period on tokens staked to data access
reaches 1 year, mobile service is suspended until the
period decreases by at least 1 day, after which the users’
selected configuration comes into effect again.

The user always has the option to add more KONE to
the stake to bring down the lock-in period or to allow
service charges to be billed directly to the staked
amount. It is at this point that actual charges start being
taken from the users’ staked amount, should the user
have this option enabled.

2.4.2. Premium Service Level

To access the on-demand, pay-as-you-go premium
services, users will also need to have sufficient KONE
in their connected wallets for payments to be deducted.

Premium services can be:

(1) pre-paid traffic at highest possible or, predefined
throughput rate;
(2) a set throughput rate for a fixed period of time;
(3) an unlimited plan, billed monthly.

Billing intervals represent network traffic. When a
pay-as-you-go subscriber’s mobile service allowance
balance reaches 0, premium service is interrupted on the
following intermediary billing interval.

Billing cycles deduct micro-payments in advance, by
locking in the required amount of KONE in a buffer
wallet assigned to the user. Settlement of charges
toward the network is done in 2 daily events, so as not
to generate unnecessary transactions and polling
requests across the network.

2.4.3. Data Roaming

Karrier One mobile subscribers will have the option to
enable data-only roaming across traditional carrier
networks in their own country, as well abroad.

This will come as an exclusively pay-as-you-go service
and fees will vary depending on visitor network and
jurisdiction. Due to possible inter-carrier reporting lag,
roaming will require a pre-designated KONE buffer to
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exist on the users’ account, but billing will still be
performed as data is consumed.

2.5. Distributed Network  Infrastructure

2.5.1. Karrier Wireless Gateways

Karrier Gateways will be self-contained, carrier-grade
5G and LTE high performance radio devices with
integrated wireline backhaul. They come in varying
power outputs and sizes, in order to best fit a wide array
of deployment scenarios.

Both outdoor and indoor device types will be available
and both device types will start generating KONE
rewards for their owners as soon as they are connected
and synced up to the network.

Gateways have to be connected to the internet via
copper wire (UTP connection) and will require at least
100 Mbps of bandwidth to function properly. Ensuring a
constant, stable and sufficient internet connection will
be the responsibility of the Gateway owner.

2.5.2. Outdoor Karrier Gateways (Small Cells)

All Gateway devices are plug and play after initial
deployment, but outdoor Gateways will require proper
alignment and placement in order to achieve optimum
coverage and connectivity.

In certain cases, outdoor small cell deployment will
require EM field compliance, RF exposure compliance
and RF propagation studies and will need to be
performed by an internal Karrier One deployment team
or accredited Karrier One technology partner,
depending on the area and the jurisdiction they are
being installed in.

Outdoor Gateways will be geo-locked once installed
through the built-in GPS module and they will also act
as nodes on the Karrier Timekeep complementary
network time protocol service.

1Gbps or better connectivity and redundant internet
connections will be required for larger Gateway devices
in order to achieve their optimum capacity and service
quality, but the end result will be equally impressive.

2.5.3. The Gatekeepers - Karrier Gateway Owners

We will be referring to Gateway device owners as
Gatekeepers, as this is essentially the role they will be
undertaking as part of the Karrier network.

Karrier Gateways will generate KONE rewards for their
Gatekeepers, as part of the revenue sharing model the
Karrier network employs.

To become Gatekeepers, users will need to acquire the
Gateway devices, together with adequate mounting
hardware, proper initial installation and calibration,
preferably by specialized technicians, in order to meet
regulatory, safety and efficiency criteria of current (and
future) telecom standards. These expenses encompass
the total upfront investment a Gatekeeper has to make
in order to deploy one or more Gateway devices.

Gatekeepers will be able to acquire Karrier Gateway
small-cell devices from Karrier One directly, as we
source hardware exclusively from reputable vendors
with extensive industry track records in servicing
existing Tier 1 carriers.

The Gatekeeper management dashboard will allow
owners to aggregate multiple Gateways and to split
revenue across multiple contributing parties (eg.
administrator, landlord, financier, etc.) directly at
source, with the possibility of enforcing time-based and
percentage-based rules from the start, in a clear,
transparent manner.

2.5.4.  Building the Network

In the beginning, network and Gatekeeper revenue from
user data access will be non-existent to insignificant,
greatly overshadowed by the network-building
subsidies necessary to incentivise Gatekeepers, but as
the network expands and usage patterns start to form,
subsidies gradually drop over time and the network
sharing economy becomes profitable on its own merit.
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The Karrier One tokenized economic model includes
several network building phases and initial wireless
infrastructure deployment will be fuelled by
network-level subsidies for wireless gateway owners, to
account for the lack of network usage, until minimum
service feasibility scale is reached.

A network-building subsidization pool is included into
the broader Karrier Chain native token dissemination
model, which is distributed gradually over 4
consecutive epochs, spanning a total of 12 years.
Network incentives, along with the overall token
dissemination rate decreases gradually over the 4
epochs, until disappearing altogether.

The infrastructure deployment incentivization model is
generic, in order to maintain a high level of flexibility
and adaptability to hands-on results and imbalances
that might arise as the network develops. We currently
predict a need for network-level incentives of the
following:

(1) Ongoing Gateway revenue - before network
presence becomes substantial enough for users to make
the switch from already established carriers, Gateway
operators will need to be incentivized by the network in
order to keep the Gateways up and running. This type of
subsidy will become increasingly important as coverage
starts to become cohesive across densely populated
areas, in order to maintain constant service that attracts
new users to the network.

(2) New deployments - the perfect placement of first
Gateways in strategically significant locations is crucial
for the fast development of the initial stage of the
Karrier network, well worth paying a premium for.

Also, early adopters should be entitled to extra rewards
for pioneering the first stages with us.

(3) Clustering of deployments - in the short to medium
term, well-formed pockets of coverage are what will
allow us to give workable service to our first mobile
users. Being able to raise incentives for deploying
Gateways in order to obtain uniform, even if fairly
small areas of coverage that subscribers can use will be
paramount to our development.

(4) Infrastructure densification - overlapping
Gateways across residential areas might seem redundant
at first, but proper densification and throughput
capabilities in densely populated areas is important for
quality of service and high demand, ultimately
facilitating higher rates of user adoption.

(5) Coverage fill-ins - as more and more users start to
depend on the network for connectivity, it becomes
increasingly important to service less frequented areas.
In order to motivate Gatekeepers to deploy in remote
places and in areas with lower traffic, to account for the
low number of users, we plan to offer additional
incentives.

(6) Service quality premiums - as the network grows
to sizable dimensions and the user base expands, we
will ensure that Gatekeepers are equipped and
empowered to continue fulfilling their role. After the
initial network buildout challenges, we will need to
make sure that all hardware operates at its full potential
and that this common interest permeates across the
network. Therefore revenue subsidies will gradually
transition to performance premiums.

Sometime after the 10th year of successful operation,
we estimate that the now mature decentralized mobile
network will be able to exist purely on its own through
the circular token economy, without the need for
inflationary incentives to stimulate network growth or
service quality.

The incentivisation model is first and foremost
adaptable. By the time inflationary incentives are
extinguished, the network will have also transitioned to
a decentralized governance model, managed through the
Karrier DAO.

2.6. Self-Sovereign Digital Identity

Karrier One will offer users a complete, modular and
self-sovereign digital identity solution by leveraging the
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unique combination of identifiers and technologies that
a blockchain-powered mobile service brings: SIMs,
phone numbers, access to live voice, video, biometric
and location data through handheld devices,
cryptographic message signing and permissioned access
management to user credentials.

Through the Digital Identity Profile, we aim to achieve
the highest level of secure authentication and user data
privacy available with current technology. This will
allow users to compile a private, encrypted personal
data vault, ready for KYC challenges that future
integrators on the Karrier network could require, in an
access-controlled, limited use and revocable manner,
complete with on-chain receipts.

Example scenarios:
(1) Through identity theft, nefarious actors can open
and operate accounts, take out loans, apply for tax
returns and rent goods in the name of others. Also,
when motivations extend beyond financial gain, the
personal damage that can be done through targeted
identity theft in the digital age is hard to fathom.

(2) In the past, there have been cases where employees
of financial institutions opened accounts or created
additional service subscriptions by using existing client
data or illegally sourced data, in order to artificially
inflate growth statistics and meet internal quotas. In the
end unsuspecting people ended up being severely
impacted.

(3) Signature forgery and impersonation tactics coupled
with social engineering and employee collusion can
also have devastating effects on people’s lives.

These simple examples span a vast landscape
encompassing institutions, enterprises, small businesses
and criminal organizations, impossible to monitor and
control in real time. But all these and more are easily
avoidable with the help of on-chain digital identity.

Karrier One Decentralized Identity enables the
definition of a permissioned access requirement directly
at the identity level and also puts the degree of access
being granted in the hands of the rightful owner, in an
inalterable and immutable way.

The desired effect is for users to be able to grant access
to their data or confirm their credentials to requesting
3rd parties on a case-by-case or rule-bound basis, with
item-level granularity and whenever applicable, through
zero-knowledge proofs.

This way, even if 3rd parties were to collect user data or
credential validation from past requests in order to use

the data to perform new actions, they would not be able
to do so, since validation responses include the exact
request they are meant for.

Moreover, in cases where an allowance or a recurring
access to validation is granted, smart contract logic
tracks and generates on-chain receipts for every such
event and users always have the option to revoke
allowances at any time, making acting upon the user’s
behalf or conducting actions that require user data
without the user’s  consent impossible.

The Karrier Decentralized Identity will be offered as a
symbiotic use case of Karrier components, leveraging
both the mobile service operator and the blockchain
independently.

2.6.1. The  Blockchain-enabled  eSIM

The telecom industry is rapidly moving away from 30
years old SIM-card technology and promoting eSIM as
the de-facto standard for subscriber identification across
the network. Karrier One goes a step further and
commits user identity management entirely to the
blockchain.

Karrier eSIMs will come preloaded with direct
blockchain connectivity, public key cryptography
capabilities and a military-grade private key vault,
effectively acting as a fully capable blockchain wallet.
The eSIM will allow users and devices to natively
authenticate against the blockchain and sign
transactions without the risk of private key compromise.

Smart contact administration of security policies also
enable non-negotiable, distributed, multi-actor and
multi-factor security for sensitive processes such as
phone number changes, device migrations and even
make complete identity  recovery possible.

The potential for SIM swapping attacks is also greatly
reduced, as perpetrators would have to produce
impossible to obtain proof, such as in-person biometric
identification, cryptographic signing by a master
blockchain address or the approval of one or more
predesignated third parties.

Additionally, blockchain-enabled smartphones will
likely be a major catalyst for blockchain adoption, as
one of the harder things blockchain newcomers have to
master is the importance of their private keys and how
to properly safeguard them.
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3. Karrier Chain - The Carrier-Grade
Blockchain

3.1. Underlying Technology and Influences

Confident in the values of open-source ethos that
decentralized technology stems from, Karrier employs
a number of other distributed networking concepts and
also adds its own share of research to the mix:

Karrier stems from the Ethereum codebase, the
original and most high-profile smart contract
blockchain iteration, with the largest number of active
developers to date, making it the perfect starting block.
While we are implementing our own vision and
direction, Karrier will always remain fully
Ethereum-compatible in terms of programming
languages and interoperability. Smart contracts that
work on Ethereum will also behave the same way on
Karrier, although Karrier contracts will be able to
access extended functionality.

Karrier expands on Tendermint consensus [2], one of
the most established proof of stake consensus
mechanisms, powering ecosystems like Cosmos and
Binance Smart Chain. The finished product is our own
Pragmatic Proof of Stake (PPoS) consensus model,
with lightning-fast transaction finality and enhanced
throughput capabilities.

Karrier implements Introspective Sharding (IS), its
own scalability protocol, building on general concepts
described by Omniledger [5], Algorand [4], as well as
our own take on workload parallelization. Introspective
Sharding relies on the simple observation that smart
contracts can be essentially considered a separate shard
of the larger blockchain. Also, certain dapps and
complex use cases generate self-contained clouds of
transactions that can be securely processed in parallel
with the rest of the network [14]. It is a way for
blockchain to scale without immediately scaling out, to
work smarter before working harder and to find new
efficiencies within itself, without increasing resource
consumption and environmental footprint.

Karrier employs Rolling Window (RW) blockchain
state checkpointing, which is loosely based on Mina
Protocol’s [11] succinct blockchain and other research
[17].

Instead of all blockchain peers having to store and
constantly loop through the whole transaction map since
inception in order to verify transactions, Rolling
Window sums up to keeping only the most recent
history in low-latency, high availability space and

relying on a checkpointed state as being authentic when
validating transactions and on calling upon archive
nodes or inexpensive local spinning disk storage
solutions when requiring access to older data.

Aside from greatly decreasing block assembly and
validation workloads, Rolling Window gives
Introspective Sharding a lot more power and reduces
the hardware requirements of blockchain peers down to
IoT levels of configurations.

Karrier introduces Lightspeed Compact Block
Dissemination (Lightspeed CBD), a set of P2P data
packet propagation techniques that allow large data
blocks to quickly propagate across the network, which
is a key aspect of any truly effective sharding and
parallel transaction processing method. Together with
Introspective Sharding and Rolling Window, Lightspeed
CBD completes Karrier’s trifecta of blockchain
scalability.

Karrier ratifies Queued Transactions Ordering by
Precision Timestamping (QTOPT) as a core rule that
enforces fair ordering in the transaction processing
queue and makes mempool ordering exploits (MEV
extraction [21]) unfeasible. Aside from this, QTOPT
also contributes to transaction processing speed and
volume, by enforcing a precise and computationally
inexpensive rule for transaction ordering, rather than a
set of incentive-driven guidelines.

Karrier implements Private Transactions and Proof
of Agreement, inspired by Consensys Quorum [3].
We draw insight from Quorum’s private transaction
data payload structure, which we find is essential for
any blockchain wanting to integrate established
real-world use cases, where oftentimes privacy and
confidentiality are just as important as transparency and
immutability.

3.2. The Blockchain  Economy (KONE)

The built-in native token of Karrier Chain is KONE, the
native smart chain token, that will be the base building
block of the on-chain ecosystem, as well as the
currency component of the Karrier Mobile economy.

3.2.1. KONE Token Distribution Schedule

There will be a maximum of 7,000,000,000 (7 billion)
total KONE tokens in existence, released over 4
consecutive three years long epochs, through
protocol-level vested distribution smart contracts.
3,000,000,000 (3 billion) tokens will be alloted to the
initial Foundation Event, followed by a further 4 billion
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staggered over the 4 token emission cycles (epochs),
through Karrier One Mobile network building subsidies,
blockchain validator node rewards, community
incentives and ecosystem development grants.

The Karrier epochs will be managed transparently by
smart contracts and will gradually transition from
centralized control to the active governance of the
Karrier DAO.

The 12-years long token emission schedule has a
carefully considered median inflation value of 11.1%
PA, ranging from 26% in the 1st year to a minimum of
0.7% in the 12th, as per the following schedule:

Foundation Event -  3,000,000,000 (3 billion)
1st Epoch -  1,800,000,000 (1.8 billion)
2nd Epoch -  1,200,000,000 (1.2 billion)
3rd Epoch -    600,000,000 (600 million)
4th Epoch -   300,000,000 (300 million)

After the 4th epoch ends, no more tokens will be
created. The network will effectively be a (12-year-old)
grown-up by now and will be self-sustaining, without
inflationary incentives, through the circular economic
model. Chain validation will be performed exclusively
by staked Karrier One Mobile nodes and separate
validator incentivisation will no longer be needed.

3.2.2. Karrier Epochs & Future Governance

Each epoch will have a different fixed number of native
tokens that will be released on a daily basis during the 3
years length. Not all epochs will follow the same
incentive allocation patterns, as their purpose is to keep
the project easy to adapt and expand as time goes on.
The Karrier underlying protocol and the whole network
will become increasingly democratized and
decentralized as a result and one can regard the 4
epochs as major milestones and upgrade points in the
life of the Karrier Network.

Epoch I - A total of 1,800,000,000 KONE (1.8 billion)
tokens will be released, at a median rate of 1,640,000.00
KONE (1.64 million) per day, which will be distributed
among 4 distinct incentive pools embodied by smart
contracts, as follows:

(1) Network Subsidy Pool - 60%
This will ensure the Gateway devices base revenue rate
and network building and guidance incentives,
necessary in order to secure network access point
profitability while the decentralized network user base
is being built.

(2) Validator Rewards Pool - 20%
Validators form the backbone of the Karrier blockchain
by processing transactions and participating in
consensus.

(3) Staking Yield Pool - 15%
Offering attractive coin staking opportunities natively is
a key industry-wide protocol adoption driver which will
also serve as main liquidity provision mechanism for
the on-chain decentralized finance ecosystem.

(4) Community Engagement Pool  - 5%
Bounty programs, hackathons and airdrops are all
integral parts of a healthy token economy.

It is not absolutely necessary that all incentive pool
tokens be spent and at the end of every epoch, all
remaining unspent or unclaimed incentive tokens being
burned in deflationary events or redirected towards the
staking pools, depending on protocol needs.

Epochs II - IV
Starting with epoch II, the minted KONE tokens will be
alloted among designated incentive pools in accordance
with ongoing protocol needs.

From epoch II onward, the Karrier DAO will be
gradually integrated in the governance process and
consulted in protocol decisions such as incentivisation
pools and their respective token allocation.
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We see epoch I as the ideal timeframe to build adoption
and coin distribution, in order to start activating
decentralized governance protocols beginning with
epoch II.

Aftermath
By the end of epoch IV, we assume that the protocol
and technology as a whole will have evolved
considerably and there should be no further need for
centralized incentivisation of core functions, since
Karrier Gateways will be able to sustain themselves
from network use alone. These will also be able to
fulfill the role of blockchain validators, as the
computing requirement 12 years from now will most
likely be insignificant.

3.2.3. Blockchain Usage & Gas Fees Model

The gas fees and gas pricing structure of the Ethereum
blockchain [1] also applies to Karrier, with an important
difference.

Usage of the Karrier Chain public shards will not incur
up-front gas fees, like the other EVM-compatible
blockchains. Instead, Karrier transactions will require
users to stake a certain amount of KONE tokens, which
grants them a transactional allowance.

Gas fees still get calculated for transactions and smart
contract execution, using the standard Ethereum Virtual
Machine fee schedule, and their accrual drives up the
lock up period of the KONE tokens the user has staked
for the purpose of transacting.

The lockup period erodes naturally with the passage of
time and it can also be diminished by increasing the
staked amount.

When the lock-in period reaches 1 year, transactional
gas fees start being charged directly from the staked
amount, unless the user increases the amount of staked
KONE for gas fees.
This transaction fee accrual method is similar to the one
used for the Karrier One Mobile base service tier, with
the exception that gas price increases depending on user
behavior.

Standard gas pricing is kept at its lowest value for most
transactions, but it ramps up exponentially in relation to
the number of transactions per second an address is
broadcasting. This measure is in place in order to deter
network spamming and inefficient use cases.

Projects present on the Karrier blockchain have the
option to seamlessly subsidize their user’s gas
consumption and transactional staking requirement

through address whitelisting, in which case they are
responsible for setting transactional limits and
blacklisting criteria for addresses that engage in
spam-like behavior.

Projects requesting to operate Isolated or private shards
will have the option to run their own validator nodes
and also charge their users upfront gas fees, in which
case a portion of gas fees accrued on the respective
shards will go towards the public network at variable
rates depending on service availability and projected
workloads. All accrued assets contribute to the public
staking pools and flow into the circular economy.

3.2.4. Blockchain Validator Model

Validation incentive allocations will exist for the whole
length of the 4 Karrier epochs, spanning the first 12
years of operation. These will be subject to amendment
at the beginning of each subsequent epoch, in order to
adjust for the respective needs of the project as a whole.

Validator rewards are distributed across the Consensus
Group for every successfully validated block, accrued
rewards going directly to the validator’s private wallet.

Initially, validators will need to stake 1,000,000 (1
million) KONE in order to be eligible for Consensus
Group election.

Slashing of staked coins will occur for misbehavior.
Participants are still eligible for validating blocks while
they have 700,000 KONE or more actively staked.
Validators who fall below this threshold due to repeated
slashing will be taken out of the validator assembly and
will need to top up to the full required amount to
continue being eligible for validating. In case there is a
waiting line for new validators, the subject will benefit
from a 3-day grace period for resuming the role
immediately.

Validators of specific shards that want to enable
Ethereum’s transactional model of validator incentives
may do so and thus receive "tips" from transaction
senders. Such validators will receive only part of this
incentive, the remainder of which will be allocated to
the main Karrier staking pools.

3.2.5. KONE Native Token Economic Flow Diagram

Below is a simplified representation of the native
Karrier ecosystem fuelled by KONE, meant to act as a
visual reference of the global picture.
The Karrier Mobile, the transactional gas fee mechanics
and variable-purpose utility staking pools are depicted
here, which make up the initial on-chain economy.
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3.3. Pragmatic Proof of Stake Consensus

3.3.1. Short Primer on Consensus

One of the more persistent problems that public
blockchains try to fix but that never really goes away
revolves around consensus protocols – how to get the
nodes to agree over whether transactions proposed for
inclusion in a block are authentic and should be added
to the ledger or not. Consensus mechanisms can get
highly compute-intensive.

Proof of Work (PoW) is the first consensus algorithm
for blockchain networks (first introduced by Bitcoin and
also adopted by Ethereum), where increasingly
powerful computers (miners) compete against each
other in guessing the hash value for the next block. The
first to obtain a correct hash value gets to assemble
awaiting transactions into a new block, publishes the
block and gets rewarded a certain amount of tokens if
the transactions inside the block are valid. While
effective at securing the network, this is very
computationally intensive and is now regarded as
unnecessarily wasteful, especially for blockchains
meant to underpin further applications.

Proof of Stake (PoS) - To address the criticism of PoW
in regard to energy consumption, Proof of Stake
eliminates the artificially difficult computations of PoW
and instead makes use of something that has compelled

the imaginations of people for millennia: the lottery. A
block  proposer  is  drawn  at   random   (or  via  various

models) from a group of contenders that have
considerable value at stake (called validators). While
PoW miners only get their reward forfeited when
caught attempting to misbehave, PoS validators can be
penalized for bad behavior or when underperforming.
This allows for a wider array of game theory
applications for rewarding consensus participants in
order to ideally achieve Nash equilibrium. Although
PoS mitigates the PoW energy problem, it also puts two
important issues on the table: economic attack vectors
and a higher risk of centralization.

Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) is an iteration of PoS
where the number of members in the group of staking
contenders has to be backed with value by regular users
on the network. DPoS is essentially PoS that emulates
the democratic governance model, where a few dozen
delegates are backed by their respective electoral
college and form the governing body. In DPoS systems,
a delegate's voting power is usually proportional to the
total staked amount backing them and blockchains
running DPoS also have an active on-chain governance
model, where the designated delegates that do the block
producing work also have to vote on important
decisions concerning the ecosystem. DPoS delegates
typically receive rewards proportional to their total
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stake, which are also divided proportionally among all
backing users.

3.3.2. PPoS Concepts, Roles and Entities

Rounds are block production and validation time
intervals, with a target duration of 1 second. One block
is produced per round and each round Consensus Group
roles are randomly distributed among Validators
Assembly members.

Validators are Karrier Chain nodes that perform the
transaction processing tasks and reach consensus
through the PPoS algorithm. Interested nodes have to
provide a significant KONE stake in order to be
considered for the Validators Assembly.

The Validators Assembly (VAss) is the pool of all
Karrier validators on the network. In the beginning,
there will be a maximum of 48 members in the
assembly for the Karrier main chain, a number that will
increase gradually, as blockchain usage increases.

The Consensus Group (CGroup) is a subset of
validators from the VAss that is chosen at random each
round to perform the transaction processing work for
the next block. The CGroup has a fixed number of slots
that can be modified as the blockchain expands. Initial
size of the group is set at 25% of the VAss.

Consensus Leader (CLead) - The first CGroup
member determined for a round is the CLead. The
CLead is in charge of defining the Sharding Map for
the respective round. The CLead also assembles all
round Mblocks into a Full Block and propagates the
Block over the network, ending the respective Round
and moving on to the next.

Sharding Map (SMap) - a list that contains two main
items: (1) the exact structure and composition of all
identified common shards and (2) the work assignment
schema that appoints CGroup members as miniblock
producers for the round.

Miniblock (Mblock) - each round, for every identified
or pre-determined shard, pending transactions are
assembled into Mblocks that include only the
time-ordered shard transactions and header with shard
id, Producer id, Mblock id, Mblock hash and
begin/end timestamps.

Appointed Miniblock Producers (AMProd) are
discretionarily appointed every round by the CLead, as
detailed above, for common and stable shards on the
chain from the CGroup. Shards can have only 1

MProd and in an ideal efficiency scenario. All CGroup
members that are not round CLead get assigned as
AMProds. Workloads are balanced towards shortest
processing times first as and lowest empty Mblock
amount second.

Dedicated Miniblock Producer (DMProd) - these are
fixed, preassigned for their corresponding Dedicated
Shard and the responsibility of the respective shard
owner entity. DMProds need to have staked KONE in
order to be liable for bad behavior and they can set
custom transaction processing gas fees for their
respective shard. DMProds are not part of the VA and
only supply their Mblocks for validation by the
CGroup during the Round. If DMProds get removed
from the VA for misbehaving, their shard loses Mblock
assembly capabilities.

Full Block (Block) - the block in “blockchain”. It is the
result of a (successful) validation Round. The initial
block size is 1Mb, but this will increase considerably as
new shards are formed and transaction processing is
parallelized. The integration of compact block gossiping
techniques facilitates future full block sizes of 50Mb+
without compromising speed of propagation across the
network.

Transaction Queues (mempool) - The constant stream
of incoming transactions being registered through the
Karrier network nodes and being propagated among
nodes through gossip is aggregated into transaction
queues, called mempools, while waiting to be processed
into Blocks. Each node has its own mempool that
attempts to remain synchronized with all the other
mempools.

3.3.3. The Consensus Round

The PPoS consensus mechanism uses a BFT voting
protocol for block confirmation. At the beginning of
every Round, a set number of validators from the VAss
are publicly chosen to form the round’s CGroup. This
is achieved by having each CGroup member contribute
to a Randomization Factor (RF) that is appended to
the block after consensus is reached. The next CGroup
is then determined by ordering the sha256 hashes of
(public key + last RF) of all validators in the VAss. The
CLead is simply the first member of the new CGroup.

Consensus Round Stages:

(1) CGroup election - this can be determined privately
by all synchronized nodes and more importantly, by all
validators.
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(2) SMap generation - this is generated by CLead,
after which AMProd roles are assigned to CGroup
members which are expected to accept their attributed
role.

(3) Mblock production - AMProds and DMProds
verify transactions, assemble and gossip Mblocks to the
other CGroup members asynchronously as soon as they
finish assembly.

(4) Mblock validation - Mblock transactions are
checked by all CGroup members for all miniblocks.
CGroup members announce their stances to the CLead
and other CGroup members (Mblock valid or invalid).
Transaction validation by the entire CGroup at this
point increases process efficiency, as CGroup members
are validating instead of waiting for the largest shard
Miniblock Producer to finish generating its miniblock.

(5) Block assembly - Once CLead receives the
Mblock validation stance on all Mblocks from ⅔ of
CGroup members, it generates the main Block header
and aggregates all Mblock transactions and info into
the main Block. On their first Mblock validation,
CGroup members also submit a Randomization
Factor (RF), which will serve to determine the
CGroup for the next block.

(6) Block proposal - Consensus Leader compiles
received RFs into a resulting RF and proceeds to
present full Block hash, header and RF for final
sign-off to all CGroup members. CGroup members (at
least ⅔ of them) have already received all Mblocks and
RFs and replicated the main Block aggregation, hash
generation and RF compilation themselves by this time,
so this process should not take long and the obtained
main Block hash should be the same across the
CGroup.
No discrepancies should happen at this point unless a
technical error occurs or as a clear sign of adversarial
behavior.

(7) Block commit - the new Block height is registered
and the Block is appended to the ledger. Block rewards
are distributed among CGroup validators to incentivize
consensus participation. Validator scores are adjusted
accordingly and if required, CGroup stakes are
penalized for malicious or inefficient behavior.

After Block proposal, CGroup members vote to
confirm and add it to the chain at which point
transactions are immediately finalized. Under the
assumption of a partial synchrony network, Tendermint
has proven this block validation logic to be secure as
long as of the CGroup voting power is controlled by⅔
honest participants. There is no fork in Karrier

consensus, and thus forking attacks are mitigated from
the start.

3.3.4. Improvements in PPoS Consensus

Karrier takes a hybrid approach to consensus, using
smart contract validator enrollment and management
with protocol-level service overseer oracles that
objectively monitor validator activity and service
quality, in order to properly adjust disseminated rewards
and slashing events. PPoS consensus relies on a more
secure, faster version of Tendermint adapted to
accommodate smart contract-based Introspective
Sharding.

Through PPoS we expand on Tendermint consensus
model, replacing the existing round-robin block
producer selection and dynamic stake distribution with
the publicly and individually determinable random
CGroup election process, coupled with a weighting
factor for AMP assignment by the CLead :

(1) The CGroup is publicly(individually) determinable
at the beginning of every round. This is achieved by
including a Randomization Factor (RF) in every
block, to which all previous CGroup members openly
contribute. Fresh CGroup members are selected in
order of the smallest values of hashing sha256 (public
key + + last RF) for all VA participants. This method of
selection is secure and requires no inter-node
communication at the beginning of the round, thus
enabling a very low CGroup selection time.

(2) CLead is simply the first of the round’s CGroup
members.

(3) VA members are given a Validator Score (VS) for
their past CGroup work that degrades over time, can be
penalized for bad behavior or sub-par performance, can
be replenished and also acts as a consensus participation
reward multiplier. CLead also assigns CGroup
members as AMPs for larger shards based on VS and
validators having a VS below a certain threshold can
lose VA privileges.

3.3.5.  Security Issues

These are a few of the current PoS protocol security
challenges:

Nothing-at-stake attacks - Since block generation
consumes negligible resources, rational participants
may try to create different blocks or forks. These
attacks are not possible on the Karrier blockchain by
design.
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Bribing attacks - An adversary may try to bribe a
specific AMP or other CGroup members in order to
double spend or get away with fraudulent bridge
transactions. To mitigate these attacks, all Karrier
validator nodes engaging or attempting such malicious
behavior get their stake confiscated and are banned
from the VAss.

Long-range attack - Another type of attack that
specifically targets on the PoS protocols using voting
mechanisms. For voting-based PoS protocols, the
CGroup members may redeem their staked tokens
immediately at the beginning of the round they are
selected for. They are then unaffected by the
penalization mechanism yet still have the voting rights.
Consequently, they may behave maliciously without
being affected by stake confiscation. This attack is
easily preventable and the Karrier consensus is
protected from this type of attack by having a validator
unstaking cooldown period. Also worth noting, such an
attack has never occured on a blockchain.

Grinding attacks - Some PoS protocols where the
block proposer is selected based on the hash of the
previous block (like Karrier) can be vulnerable to this
type of attacks. To mitigate this type of highly adapted
attack, in PPoS consensus all CGroup members
contribute to a random number (RF), which is then used
to determine the following CGroup.

A common issue of most PoS consensus mechanisms is
that they lack theoretical background and formal
definitions to support their security. There are many
attacks targeting PoS networks, but they have not yet
been extensively investigated. A formal security model
for the PoS protocols is also desirable and we will keep
this aspect in mind as the Karrier ecosystem matures.

3.4. Introspective State Sharding

Sharding is a common solution to the
scalability problem in blockchain systems, allowing
nodes to hold a partial view of the system state. Beyond
blockchain, sharding is commonly used in storage
systems to allow for lateral scaling of the system,
proportionally to the number of nodes.

This scaling technique can serve a blockchain to
partition states and transactions, so that different
transactions get processed asynchroneously by multiple
nodes, in parallel. Sharding has been used successfully
until now to attain higher efficiency and a better user
experience in existing blockchains.

However, Amdahl’s law  shows that “the theoretical
speedup of the execution of a whole task increases with
the improvement of the resources of the system and that
regardless of the magnitude of the improvement, the
theoretical speedup is always limited by the part of the
task that cannot benefit from the improvement.”

For blockchain sharding, this means that the potential
increase in throughput is limited to the quantity of
transactions that can be executed simultaneously on
separate shards. That is, if a transaction on a shard
needs data from another shard it has to synchronize the
transfer of the data from the other shard. This is a point
of serialization and given a large pool of shards,
according to Amdahl’s Law, dominates the throughput.

To address this and actually make sharding a helpful
addition to the chain without overcomplicating things,
we propose a somewhat different, more lighthearted
approach to sharding that not only eliminates
cross-shard communication, but also eliminates the
need for multiple, individual consensus protocols during
the transaction validation process.

We base our sharding implementation on the key
observation that if a certain set of addresses only
interact with one another, the transactions sent by these
addresses can be validated independently without
causing double spending. Expanding on this idea, we
are able to obtain shards that can be rigid in shape and
serve a specific purpose and also opportunistic shards
that can only last for a single block, with the intent of
parallelizing transaction processing in the most
effective way possible.

Nevertheless, problematic imbalances that negatively
impact throughput can appear. A small shard with too
few transactions tends to generate a large number of
empty miniblocks, which wastes processing power. On
the other hand, if a shard is too large and contains the
majority of transactions, sharding is not really that
efficient at maximizing throughput.

To avoid empty miniblocks in small shards, for each
round, the CLead tries to identify as many shards as
possible and then groups smaller ones together until the
maximum number of consistently-sized shards is
identified.

Most of the time, only the impact of the previous block
is factored into the previously determined shards, with
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minimal computational effort and change in the
sharding map. Nevertheless, the whole sharding map
structure is periodically reassessed in the background
and whenever a more efficient general structure is
found, a completely reorganized map structure is
deployed.

Smart-contract based introspective sharding is a simple
and intuitive but powerful way to divide and parallelize
block production workloads amongst validators and
allows for a whole range of customization, being
inherently adaptable. The main difference to other
blockchain sharding implementations is that
Introspective Sharding only shards transactions.
Addresses can be part of multiple shards
simultaneously.

3.4.1. Types of Shards

Common Shards - Fluid structures that increase
transaction processing speed through opportunistic
smart contract grouping based on transactional volume.
Common shard composition can last for a minimum of
1 block or as long as it is computationally viable.

The Main Shard - Common shard where all native
token (KONE) transfers reside. During periods of low
blockchain usage, this will be the single common shard
on the network.

Stable Shards - Stable structures that are formed on
demand around a defined set of smart contracts,
generally dedicated to a specific project or application.
Dedicated shard transactions are processed by the
Karrier Validator Assembly, together with all Common
shards, and are always fixed on the Shardign Map even
if no transactions occur.

Dedicated Shards - Stable shards that have a
self-appointed, fixed miniblock assembly node
(DMProd) and group of transaction relaying nodes that
only handle incoming transactions for the respective
shard. Dedicated shards go a step further and ensure
mission-critical transaction processing bandwidth and
mempool space availability for projects that require this
(Eg. a stablecoin protocol looking to urgently balance
reserves can host its own dedicated nodes that ensure
transaction broadcasting availability for their shard
during any amount of overall chain congestion).

Private Shards - Dedicated shards that have entirely
segregated and self-contained transaction validation and
state, independent of the Karrier Consensus Group, that
are also capable of secret transactions and exist only on
the nodes that run the private shard.

Karrier Wireless Shards are Dedicated Shards used in
the Karrier One mobile network for delimiting the
Decentralized Communications Network across
jurisdictions, as the telecommunications industry
requirements vary widely from country to country.

3.5. The Rolling Window (Blockchain State
Checkpointing)

Blockchain state checkpointing is perhaps the most
efficient scaling solution proposed in the blockchain
space so far, and it relies on a simple, intuitive idea that
integrates perfectly into the Karrier architecture: state
checkpointing works by replacing an ever-expanding
blockchain that all peers have to keep immediately
available at all times with a short, fixed block length
rolling window into the blockchain, coupled with an
archive of past transaction blocks, that can be accessed
as needed and even accessed remotely in the case of
light and ultra-light client peers deployed on mobile
devices, connected industrial equipment or IoT devices.

A major limiting factor for the permeation of
blockchain into SCADA (industrial automation), OT
(operational technology) and telecom has been the
amount of resources required to run a network client.
By implementing state checkpointing, Karrier is able to
accommodate low resource clients onto smart contract
capable public blockchain infrastructure.

The need for low-resource nodes increases naturally as
a blockchain expands and it is quite unreasonable to ask
home users wanting to run their own node to make
available terabytes of high-octane storage and cutting
edge processing power just to be a witness on the
network. Consequently, the size of the chain is a key
barrier in both mass adoption and the scalability of a
blockchain-based network that aims to push adoption
beyond the hobbyist and profit-driven individual.

Having network software clients that are as light as
possible and with high heat tolerance is also an essential
aspect in the symbiotic integration of the Karrier
Decentralized Communications Network, as this will
allow for smart chain peers to function on outdoor 5G
radio cell hardware.

3.5.1. State Checkpointing Integration with PPoS
Consensus

Although the implementation of state checkpointing can
generate security and consensus issues when integrated
into a proof of work or standard proof of stake
environment, Karrier PPoS security is not compromised
by the reduction of the live chain to just a few blocks,
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since blockchain forks are not possible and transactions
have near-instant finality.

There are two main factors to consider in relation to the
Karrier Rolling Window:

The Rolling Window length has to be a sufficient
amount of time in the past so that the newly
checkpointed (archived) block is certainly propagated to
all synchronized peers. Research into block propagation
speed allows us to estimate an average time of < 1 min
for a 95% validated block propagation, so we can safely
assume 5 minutes is more than enough as a window for
propagation reasons.

The performance impact of accessing archived data.
Blockchain transaction analysis shows that new
transactions have a heavy bias toward calling recently
used smart contracts, forming the equivalent of intense
temporal transaction clouds. It stands to reason that,
unless having a storage space restriction, nodes would
keep the recent transactions temporal cloud as a live,
readily accessible rolling window, up to a technical
feasibility threshold where modern consumer hardware
can effortlessly fulfill simple queries.

The Karrier Rolling Window length will be a
configurable parameter for every node. Since this does
not generate a security concern, the window length is
left up to the nodes to consider depending on their
specific use case.

3.5.2.  The Different Karrier Node Types

The Rolling Window allows for the following
categories of Karrier blockchain clients to exist:

Full Node - Has to accommodate the Rolling Window
part of the chain, all smart contract code+storage and a
small request-based transaction data payload buffer in
ultra-fast stripping SSD storage. This node type also
hosts the whole blockchain archive, including
transaction maps, all transaction & smart contract data
and all intermediary states in local spinning disk
storage.

Current Node - Accommodates the Rolling Window
part of the chain in fast access space, all smart contract
code+storage for fast local execution validation.

Light Node - Needs to accommodate the Rolling
Window part of the chain.

Archive Node - Accommodates the Rolling Window
part of the chain in fast access space, keeps an up to
date copy of the the whole blockchain archive,

including transaction maps, all transaction & smart
contract data and all intermediary states in local
spinning disk storage and an access-based transaction
data payload buffer.

Dedicated Node - Accommodates only one or more
Dedicated Shard part of the Rolling Window in fast
access space, Dedicated Shard smart contract code &
storage for fast local execution validation.

Ultralight Node - Can only keep a portion of the
Rolling Window that contains one or more Dedicated
Shards that are of interest. This is the smallest possible
node.

Wireless Node - Bespoke full node, dedicated for
Karrier One Mobile. Physically deployable at a Karrier
Gatekeeper site, it can be linked to one or more wireless
ultralight nodes.

Wireless Ultralight Node - Bespoke Karrier One
Mobile dedicated node that functions on 5G radio unit
hardware and keeps a Wireless Gateway connected and
in sync with the Karrier blockchain. This node stores
the Rolling Window for its local Karrier Wireless Shard
and has the smallest possible required resources.

3.6. LCBD - Lightspeed Compact Block
Dissemination

Block propagation is achieved in standard Tendermint
BFT consensus through nodes requesting unconfirmed
transactions from other nodes’ transaction queues. Each
node constructs the block from the set of transactions
and prior state on their own and then breaks the block
into parts and gossips these parts to their neighboring
peers with a proposal message. Receiving nodes
reconstruct the block, verify it and if they are a
Consensus Group member, vote on it. Simultaneously,
the transaction queues (mempools) also operate by
broadcasting transactions through the network.

While effective, this protocol is not very efficient and
causes duplication of transaction messages throughout
the network at least twice: once via the mempool and at
least once via consensus.

Starting from the compact block propagation method
used by the current Bitcoin networking protocol and
applying the design principles outlined in [16], we are
able to create a state-of-the-art self-aware P2P gossiping
protocol, that enables the propagation of blocks
containing a massive number of transactions without
adding to propagation latency.
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In the case of Bitcoin, compact block relaying reduces
the block relay delay by compressing blocks that
contain transactions (around 250 bytes each) into
compact blocks that contain transaction hashes (6 bytes
each). Therefore, compact-block relaying can include
more transactions into each compact block while
maintaining the same relayer delay, thus increasing the
TPS without compromising the blockchain’s security.

Lightspeed CBD further augments Bitcoin’s compact
block relaying algorithm by implementing a
cut-through forwarding scheme and rateless erasure
codes.

Cut-through forwarding allows reception and
forwarding of a compact block to progress in parallel. A
node can receive small chunks of a compact block while
forwarding previously received chunks, allowing
reception and forwarding of a compact block to
progress in parallel.

Rateless erasure encoding allows the recovery of a
source symbol using a subset of the encoded symbols.
Instead of distributing the original compact block’s
source symbols, the compact block’s source distributes
the compact block’s encoded symbols. Importantly,
rateless erasure codes allow a peer to construct source
symbols by retrieving the encoded symbols from
multiple peers. This implies that we can efficiently
make use of the upload bandwidth of all network peers.

Experimental results of the underlying methodology
[16] and preliminary tests have shown that Lightspeed
CBD can reliably propagate 100MB blocks while
maintaining propagation latency to the level of the
initial 1 MB blocks, hence increasing the TPS capacity
by 100x without affecting latency.

3.7. Private Transactions, Private Shards and
Proof of Agreement

After careful consideration of the Quorum private
transactions implementation into the Ethereum
codebase, we determined that this functionality would
be a very powerful addition to the Karrier infrastructure.
Below we outline the transaction privacy architecture
and its capabilities, as integrated in the Karrier design.

First of all, we think it’s important to clarify the nature
of transactions on the Ethereum blockchain and other
smart contract-capable chains. From a technical
standpoint, the only direct sender to beneficiary
transaction that goes “from” user A to user B is a
transfer of the native chain currency (KONE for Karrier
Chain and ETH in the case of Ethereum). All other

transactions, such as the sending of all other on-chain
assets, participation, enrollment, buying, selling,
exchanging, etc. are transactions that are governed by a
smart contract, that go either from a user wallet to a
smart contract or from a smart contract to another smart
contract. In the case of an ERC-20 token, in order for
the sender to send Token A to a beneficiary, the sender
instructs the Token A smart contract accordingly.

Therefore, for the purpose of clarity, what are referred
to below as transaction receivers, are always smart
contracts. Also, this privacy solution is not able nor is it
meant to perform private native KONE token transfers.

The private data payloads solution is simple enough to
be reliable and reliable enough to represent an integral
feature of our ecosystem. Though the design is
straightforward, the solution preserves many of the key
attributes of Ethereum, such as ensuring every node on
the network participates in and increases the overall
security of the entire network while only revealing the
unencrypted details of private transactions to those who
are parties in the transactions.

Data privacy is achieved through the introduction of the
“private” transaction type, a segmentation of the state
database between public and private states for
privacy-enabled nodes and specific smart-contract
based structures.

Private transactions can be conducted seamlessly on the
main chain, as part of any shard on the network,
through public nodes, exclusively through the parties’
own nodes or exclusively as part of dedicated Private
shards, that even allow the offloading of consensus to
the application layer, in order to offer total flexibility
for privacy implementations.

The whole process is administered through specific
smart contract management architectures and
participants authenticate private transactions by signing
transactions in their wallets, as with normal
transactions.

3.7.1. Karrier Transaction Composition

A Private Transaction is a transaction that only carries a
hash of its actual data payload in the data field. In
addition to the basic data a typical Ethereum
sendTransaction accepts, the private transaction
submission API endpoint takes a list of public keys that
identify the parties to the transaction (privateFor). With
this data, a transaction is generated where the payload is
simply the hash of the encrypted private data. This
newly formed transaction carrying only the
cryptographic hash is sent to the Karrier node where it
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is distributed out to all the nodes in the network as a
pending transaction in the mempool.

A Karrier transaction contains:
- The recipient address
- Signature identifying the sender
- Amount of KONE being sent
- An optional “privateFor“ (identifies the
transaction as private and lists the parties privy
to the transaction)
- An optional data field (which gets populated
with just a 256-bit hash as data payload in the
case of a private transaction)

3.7.2. Private Contracts

A private contract is a contract that was created by a
private transaction. The state of private contracts are
represented as their own separate Patricia-Merkle trie.
One cannot create a private contract with a public
transaction because the state of the contract created with
a public transaction is recorded in the separate public
state Patricia-Merkle trie.

3.7.3. Private Transaction Validation and State
Consensus

Standard PPoS consensus confirms the global state of
all transactions and contracts matches the global state
hash included in the block header for every round. This
is the cryptographic proof that all consensus group
members (and peers thereafter) have the exact same
state database rolling window and state archive replica.

The Karrier state database is split into two: a private
state and a public state. These are represented in
memory as two separate Patricia-Merkle tries. Karrier
block validation only matches on the public state.
Private state consensus is passed up to the application
layer and is supported by a new storageRoot RPC API.

When parties to a private contract require cryptographic
state consensus evidence, the application can retrieve
the private contract state hash for a specified block and
share this value with the parties to the contract either
off-chain or through an on-chain transaction.

3.7.4. Proof of Agreement (Private Transactions,
Public Validation)

A private transaction can be the creation of a private
smart contract or the interaction with a private smart
contract. Whenever a user does one of the two, a
transaction happens privately, only across participating
nodes, and a private transaction as specified in 6.1 is

created and broadcasted to all nodes on the Karrier
chain.

But, as the data payload is accessible only to the ones
the transaction is meant for and furthermore, as the data
payload is present and replicable only on specifically
approved nodes, how can the transaction be verified by
the Consensus Group?

The short answer is that the Consensus Group only
verifies the “Proof of Agreement” of the transaction
parties.

More in-depth, during the block construction and
validation process the node(s) party to the private
transaction will decrypt the transaction and process it
through their local KVM (Karrier Virtual Machine),
effectively validating/approving the actual transaction.
The resulting “public” private transaction that only
contains the hash of the actual transaction as data
payload is in fact cryptographic evidence that private
transaction parties have agreed and decided that their
transaction is valid. This “Proof of Agreement” is then
validated by the entire network.

Adding a multisig smart contract into the mix also gives
the option of having private transactions that multiple
parties publicly and immutably agree upon, without any
of the details actually being publicly displayed.

3.7.5. Private Shards (Private Transactions, Private
Validation)

Private shards add another layer of privacy and isolation
to Karrier private transactions. Private shard nodes have
the option of reaching consensus on private transactions
internally, among themselves, without broadcasting the
private transaction (6.1) to other Karrier nodes and
without having to wait for the Consensus Group to
process transactions, essentially creating a parallel, fully
autonomous private shard.

Private shard nodes always have the option to also
broadcast any private transaction to the whole network,
as needed, so the public notarization of private
transactions is valid for private shards as well.

Private shard users should be aware that a private shard
is only as trustable as its managers want it to be. This
allows for full architectural flexibility and gives way to
impressive industry-disruptive use cases, but it also
means there is no general public validation of
transactions. These transactions only exist inside the
private shard, and once all participating nodes are taken
offline all proof of unnotarized private transactions is
gone for good.
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3.7.6. Private Shard Example Application

A very pertinent example of the need for private
transactions in blockchain implementation is also
described in the Quorum blockchain documentation [4]:

Let’s consider an on-chain design for the interbank
market in a region. The “Bankers of Antwerp”
particular design calls for the creation of a private
shard where the banks can transact and the ‘Bank’
contract for 3 banks sharing the same market.

There are 4 nodes in this shard, Bank A, Bank B, Bank
C and the regulator node. All 4 nodes would have a
copy of the 3 contracts, one for each bank A, B, and C,
so that the banks can do business with one another. In
addition, the regulator node would be party to all
payment transactions.

The state of contract A would only be in consensus with
the Bank A node and the Regulator node. The A
contract on Bank A’s node would see all debits and
credits between itself and the other Banks in the
network. From Bank B’s perspective, the state of
Contract A would only reflect the debits and credits
between Bank A and Bank B, it would not know of any
transaction between Bank A and Bank C.

In this design, Bank A’s application would need to
confirm state consensus of its A contract with only the
regulator node. By design, the state of the same
contract on different Bank nodes would not be in state
consensus.

3.8. Queued Transactions Ordering by
Precision Timestamping (QTOPT)

Having a number of scaling solutions converge in a
complementary way within the same blockchain also
gives birth to unexpected opportunities for further
innovation. After greatly improving transaction
processing speed, the need for a global, uniformly
enforced transaction ordering rule becomes apparent.
Furthermore, given that block aggregation and
validation is now spread across the whole elected
consensus group every round, transaction reordering
amongst consensus members fuelled by potential MEV
generation would be detrimental to network latency, not
to mention it would not be reflective of the efficient
Karrier ecosystem we envision.

Instead of leaving transaction ordering up to the
validators or relayeres and developing a block assembly
policing methodology for the consensus round, that no

matter what, would still slow down the round, we have
chosen another approach entirely: by engaging the
Karrier Timekeep network time pool application into
the Karrier protocol layer, we can implement
dependable timestamp-based ordering of queued
transactions, adding a new dimension to the Karrier
blockchain.

Timekeep integration adds precise timestamping of
transactions and a timestamp request ticketing system
that works to offload transaction ordering to the edge of
the network through Timekeep Contributor Nodes and
Timekeep-aware blockchain wallets that verify that a
transaction timestamp has been booked before
presenting the transaction to the network. Coupled with
a number of safeguards, this helps ensure that nodes
processing a transaction that is vulnerable to MEV
exploitation cannot simply front-run or encompass this
transaction for profit.

We believe that on-chain transaction processors and
decentralized blockchain infrastructure service workers
should not be able to extract profits at the expense of
the users transacting on the network. What users are
able to do among themselves on a level playing field is
another discussion entirely, but a transactional system
through which entities are able to gain an unfair
advantage by just the owning or operating of
infrastructure should be considered, at the very least, a
work in progress.

3.8.1. MEV Extraction and the Need for
Pre-validation Order

The advent of Ethereum offered a permissionless
financial platform in which all users were regarded
equally. However, the reality of smart contract-based
value exchange so far is that, akin to traditional
financial platforms, information asymmetry remains. As
early as 2014, Ethereum miners publicly discussed the
possibility of frontrunning, a behavior that would be
illegal in any regulated exchange.

The concept of extracting value from such information
in Ethereum became known as “Miner Extractable
Value” or MEV, and the seminal “Flash Boys 2.0” paper
[21] demonstrated that MEV extraction was not only
possible but widespread. Now, as Ethereum is
transitioning to proof of stake and the term “miners” is
no longer applicable, MEV now refers to “Maximum
extractable value”.

Unlike traditional financial systems, legislation for
cryptocurrencies is not in place to enforce good
behavior. Cryptocurrencies and the newer
“Decentralized Finance” (DeFi) ecosystem are largely
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unregulated platforms. As a result, adversarial behavior
poses risks to individual users and has the potential to
destabilize the underlying blockchain.

MEV extraction requires analysis of both the public
memory pool and the decentralized exchange platforms.
Through techniques such as frontrunning, backrunning,
and sandwiching, users can create new transactions
based on pending but uncommitted transactions for
considerable profit. Since Ethereum blocks are mined
about every 13 seconds, adversaries have plenty of time
to analyze the general transaction queue state and
potentially identify profitable sequences of new
transactions, at the expense of unsuspecting users.

Miner/validator profiteering is not the only problem that
gets addressed through time-based transaction ordering.
A lightweight, trustable method of getting timestamped
transactions submitted and awaiting validation already
ordered is what makes individual block assembly by
consensus members possible, regardless of the order in
which miniblocks are gossiped.

Transaction fee size is no longer the deciding factor in
transaction hierarchy, which we think makes more sense
for the future of the Karrier ecosystem. While having a
fee-based hierarchy is perhaps more relevant to
pseudo-anonymous, unregulated, unlimited risk
environments, that is not the case for an ecosystem
where we see the next iteration of business management
platforms co-existing.

3.8.2. Transaction Timestamping & Consensus
Integration

QTOPT is made possible through symbiosis with the
Karrier Timekeep precision timepool protocol. Karrier
Timekeep is a high-precision NTP service that
leverages the GPS atomic clock connectivity of Karrier
Gateways, high precision on-premise physical
oscillators and other standalone GPS timeboxes in order
to be both a source of accurate internet time and the first
precision timestamping notary built on a blockchain.

3.8.3. Time-based Ordering and Adversarial
Scenarios

While time-based ordering of transactions addresses
important problems introduced by Ethereum’s gas price
ordering, it does pose a few challenges of its own and
before discussing them, we want to make perfectly clear
that Karrier QTOPT does not imply that every
transaction, across all shards and across all blocks, will
be in perfect ascending time order. This would mean
always waiting for network-wide total and instant

transaction queue sync, which the network cannot
ensure with certainty.

What QTOPT achieves now however, is the strict
time-based ordering of transactions within the same
block and the loose ordering of time between blocks.
This means there can be time overlap between blocks,
but the network design is geared towards best-effort
interblock time ordering through its validator incentive
scheme. The interblock ordering rule is that block end
time cannot go backwards; the last transaction included
in a block cannot have a timestamp older than the last
transaction in the previous block.

Adversarial Scenarios:

Timestamp forgery attempts - in theory, these can be
undertaken by any network participant, from users, to
transaction relayer nodes and consensus group
members. This is invalidated by timestamp ticketing
through Karrier Timekeep. Before submitting a
transaction to a node for broadcasting, the sender has to
submit the tx hash to a Timekeep node which issues a
precision timestamp (nanosecond precision unix
timestamp) and logs a new, timestamped tx hash. The
user then submits the tx data and timestamp to the node
for broadcasting. The tx hash has been logged at the
designated timestamp, which is now part of the public
timestamp ledger. This is done automatically by the
relayer node in case the user does not provide a
timestamp, but the user always has this option available.

Transaction delaying for future block inclusion -
given the short target block time, relayers can delay
transaction propagation in order to position their own
transactions in a block that gets validated quicker, thus
effectively frontrunning the transaction across 2 or more
blocks. While this is certainly achievable, frontrunning
across multiple blocks makes the value proposition a lot
riskier and a lot less clear for the perpetrator than
same-block attempts. The timestamping & ticketing
system will also make relayers and consensus
participants that engage in this activity quickly stand
out in contrast to honest relayers and this will
negatively affect their validator scores, eventually
forfeiting their chances of getting elected for consensus,
and even banning them altogether from relaying
transactions to the network.

Transaction rejection by relayer - this tactic is
similar to transaction delaying, but it has a different
scope. The profiteers’ target here is to get actionable
insight from a transaction, ignoring it and attempting to
“claim the loot'' for themselves. Assuming that certain
precautions are in place (the Timekeep node isn’t also
the relayer nor is it colluding with the relayer), rejection
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of an otherwise valid transaction is also visible through
the ticketing system. The proof of rejection can then be
used to point out the malicious actions of the
relayer/validator and restore siphoned value or in
extreme cases, part of it, from the respective validator’s
staked tokens.

Vulnerable transaction example: Peter, a junior
developer, has forgotten to limit access rights to just the
contract owner for a treasury smart contract and
currently anyone on the network can claim the
1000KONE present therein for themselves. Contract
code has not been published on any block explorer yet,
so when Peter spots the flagrant error, thinks that it’s
good that at least nobody else can see this and he
hastily sends out a transaction to transfer those
1000KONE from the contract back to his personal
wallet.

The relaying node that receives this transaction
happens to be passively “fishing” for just such
“opportunities”, disregards the developer’s transaction
and formulates its own transaction to transfer the 1000
KONE to itself. We believe that such behavior is
unethical and should not be left without consequence, in
the face of undeniable evidence.

Timestamp ticket hoarding - in order to be able to get
in front of incoming transactions within the same block,
the relayer constantly draws timestamp tickets that they
will fill out only after they see a profitable exploit
opportunity appear. This is impossible, as the
Timekeeper node expects a tx data summary hash in
order to issue a timestamp. The attacker cannot forge a
tx data summary hash ahead of knowing what
transaction they want to undertake.

Timestamp ticket request spamming - an address that
is found to abuse the Timekeeper servers with pointless
or intentionally malicious requests will be subjected to
cooldown periods, blacklisting and even complete
service ban. Nodes do not have economic incentive to
do this, the only motivation for such action being as a
form of denial of service against the network.

Transaction queue spamming - the Karrier ledger has
a layer of insulation against mempool spamming. In
order to flood the transaction queue, one must first
spam the Timekeeper nodes for timestamps, which
already serves as fair warning to the other parts of the
network. This is highly abnormal and unjustifiable
behavior which incurs immediate blacklisting and
slashing of staked assets.

3.8.4 Karrier Timekeep - Public Network Time
Protocol

A platform is ultimately only as good as its
applications, and while we were developing the public
blockchain concept around the Karrier One Mobile
carrier, a mutually beneficial relationship between the
two became apparent:

The wireless network operates on top of the blockchain
layer, which in turn leverages the atomic clock
connectivity of 5G small cells to create a distributed
high resolution timestamping network. This synergy
allowed us to introduce timestamp-ordering of
transactions within blocks, which not only unlocks
powerful transaction processing logic that allows for
faster transactions and increased throughput, but also
helps in having a safer, fairer decentralized transaction
platform by mitigating MEV exploitation potential.

The Stratum 1 GPS connection of Karrier Gateways is
leveraged to introduce reliable and secure on-premise
precision timestamping of Karrier blockchain
transactions, drawing inspiration from the way telecom
protocols order transmitted data packets. This is the
basis for the Karrier Timekeep on-chain network time
protocol.

3.8.5. Timekeep-enabled Wallets

The Timekeeper timestamp notarization functionality is
built into the Karrier blockchain and a timestamp is
required for a transaction to be picked up by relaying
nodes, regardless of whether the user cares about this
aspect or not. In case a user chooses to send an empty
timestamp ticket field, the network assumes the user
trusts the relayer they are submitting the transaction to
and the relayer contacts a Timekeeper node to get a
timestamp before verifying and broadcasting the
transaction. In most cases, Karrier relay nodes will also
run Timekeeper nodes for efficiency.

Timekeep-enabled wallets also offer users the option to
configure or pick Timekeep contributor nodes and
transaction relaying nodes and to display information
related to the notarized timestamp aspect of their
transactions and therefore we do not expect standard
Ethereum-compatible wallet software to offer the
timestamping functionality in the beginning.

Karrier Balance will be our own native wallet, which
will integrate Timekeep support. Balance will have both
custodial and non-custodial versions and will offer a
full array of services in order to cater to users’ needs,
starting from custodial addresses, identity verification,
password and wallet recovery to fully open source and
browser-based non-custodial addresses and timekeep
node randomized selection algorithms.
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Conclusion

We have presented the Karrier One Mobile network and
underlying Karrier Chain decentralized ledger as a
symbiotic evolution of current telecom networks and
distributed transactional protocols into a ubiquitous,
complete communications layer, powered by its users
and aimed at empowering consumers globally.

We hope that through this document we have clearly
emphasized our goal of bringing blockchain technology
closer to the practical uses it was originally intended
for, thus providing a viable platform for applied
innovation across multiple industries.

As such, Karrier One’s immediate target is not to
operate in a truly decentralized way from the onset, but
rather to allow community oversight and independent
consensus participation into its blockchain. True
decentralization is a goal that can only be achieved after
years or even decades of hands-on experience with the
mechanisms of mass governance and consensus.
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